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This lovely little festive angel is very easy to make, just follow the instructions below. Why not add
our own embellishments to make her unique?
You will need:
Wooden peg, Gold fabric, Gold card , Gold thread,
sequins/beads/embellishments/glitter, thread for
hair, glue
How to make your doll:
1) Sand down the peg if preferred. I also varnished
mine (you can use clear nail varnish) to make her
last a bit longer.
2) Apply face transfer or draw on a face with felt
tip pens. Try to make her look angelic!
3) Cut a circle of gold fabric. The diameter of the
circle should be about twice the length of the peg.
Find a plate to draw around or use a compass. I cut
mine with pinking shears to make a crinkly edge. I
also found another type of gold fabric so I cut another piece to add layers to her dress; you could use silk
or organza if you have some.
4) Cut a small hole in the centre of the fabric circles. The easiest way to do this is to fold the circles in
half, then again, then again and snip off the point.
5) Slip the fabric onto the peg through the hole in the desired order. Pull one slightly further down than
the other so you can see the layers. I secured the underneath one in place with a dot of glue.
6) Wrap a gold thread (or colour of your choice!) around the body and over the raw edge of the top skirt.
Finish off by tieing, glueing or sewing into place.
7) Wrap the thread for the hair around all four of your fingers about 5 times (more for a thinner thread).
Slip off your fingers and tie around the middle with a piece of the same colour thread. Put some glue on
the head of the peg, wait for it to go tacky then stick the hair onto the head. I separated mine into two at
the back and tied them into bunches with a white thread.
8 ) Cut out one wing shape in paper. Place it onto the back of the gold card and draw around it. Flip the
design over and draw around it again so you get two wing shapes that are mirror image of each other.
Cut them out of the card carefully. Glue them onto the back of the body of the Angel.
9) Embellish your angel! I added a large sequin for her halo, glued sequins onto her wings and added a
gold flower to her dress. Why not try some glitter for a really festive sparkle!
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